June 2022 Holiday Study Camp Overview
Primary
Our June programme focusses on learning all about our world through engaging and exciting topics
with real world application. This holistic programme combines a focus on the academic skills needed
for success at school and in exams, while building confidence in collaboration, public speaking, writing
for different audiences and outcomes, critical thinking and sharing informed opinions.
Each week has a different theme in which learners will take part in hands-on activities and interactive
learning, exploring language and developing the skills they need for future success.
Camps are Monday to Friday, 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.

Date

Age/Level

Camp name

P1 to P2
Monday 30 May
to Friday 3 June

P3 to P4

Journey to Comprehension: Reading Comprehension Skills

P5 to P6
Dive deeply into the comprehension skills needed for academic success as learners explore texts to analyse,
infer, and understand the purpose, language, tone and register of a variety of texts. Exploring stories, poems,
instructions, and others, this engaging week will encourage your child to become more a more critical and
confident reader.

P1-P2
Monday 6 to
Friday 10 June

P3-P4

Our World: Non-Fiction Writing Skills

P5-P6
P6

PSLE: Exam Skills

In Our World, learners will focus on the scientific aspects of our planet, delving deeply into topics to support them
with their learning at school, while also working on their written communication. Learners will explore formal
letters, procedures, information reports, expositions, and explanations. Learners will engage critically with real
world topics, interacting and sharing their opinions with their classmates.
For P6 students, attend this exam skills booster to hone your skills in preparation for the final push towards the
PSLE. Learners will practice their composition and comprehension skills in this targeted skills week.

P1-P2
Monday 13 to
Friday 17 June

P3-P4
P5-P6
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Great World: Writing Success

There are many great things to experience in our world. This week will invite learners to explore the people,
places and discoveries that make our world great. Learners will develop the fiction and non-fictional writing skills
of reports, narratives, speech writing and narratives, showing how we can use our words to persuade, propose,
and present.

P1 to P2
Monday 20 to
Friday 24 June

P3 to P4

Connected World: Public Speaking Skills

P5 to P6
Connected World will allow learners to investigate the different ways in which people, places and the planet
interact in the past, present and future, an increasingly important topic and skill in our world today. Through
interviews, presentations and storytelling, learners will gain confidence and skills in expressing themselves on a
variety of exciting topics. They’ll learn to give presentations, tell stories and find out information through
investigative questions.

